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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
TECHNICAL NOTE D-I055
THE NEUTRALIZATION OF ION-ROCKET BEAMS
By Harold R. Kaufman
SUMMARY
The experimental ion-beam behavior obtained without neutralizers
is compared with both simple collision theory and plasma-wave theory.
This comparison indicates that plasma waves play an important part in
beam behavior, although the present state of plasma-wave theory does
not permit more than a qualitative comparison. The theories of
immersed-emitter and electron-trap neutralizer operation are discussed}
and_ to the extent permitted by experimental data, the theory is com-
pared with experimental results. Experimental data are lacking com-
pletely at the present time for operation in space. The results that
might be expected in space and the means of simulating such operation
in Earth-bound facilities, however_ are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
What happens downstream of an ion rocket is not important as long
as the engine continues to operate and produce thrust. There is, how-
ever, a distinct possibility that phenomena occurring behind an ion
rocket in space will reduce its thrust or even stop its operation com-
pletely. This possibility provides the motivation for study in the
neutralization area.
As mentioned in reference l, the need for neutralization is two-
fold. First, the ejection of electrons and ions should be at equal
rates to avoid a buildup of charge on the space vehicle, if the ejec-
tion rates are equal, then current neutralization is obtained. Second,
the electrons must be added in such a way that the charge density of
the beam is neutral, to avoid beam turnaround. This condition of equal
electron and ion densities, giving zero net charge density in the beam,
is called "charge neutralization."
The space vehicle potential changes so rapidly when current neu-
tralization is not obtained that the ion-accelerator operation can be
stopped in microseconds. The space vehicl,_ potential could be measured,
and an electronic control could conceivably regulate the neutralizer
electron current in a sufficiently rapid f_shion to avoid buildup of
space vehicle potential. A far more pract:cal solution, though, is to
makethe neutralizer self-regulating. Tha_,is, an increase (positive)
in space vehicle potential should decrease the rate of electron ejection
from the neutralizer, while a decrease of space vehicle potential should
increase this rate. Such a self-regulating behavior can be obtained by
having the flow of electrons from the emit;er to the ion beambe space-
charge-limited rather than emission-limitec_. Thus, the space vehicle
potential is felt at the electron emitter, and the potential difference
between the emitter and the beammight be expected to adjust and give
the desired electron current. Whether or not such self-regulation does
in fact occur is part of the subject matter of this report.
Chargeneutralization of the ion beamis madedifficult by the
small massof electrons. For muchof the _pecific-impulse range of
interest, just the thermal energy from the hot emitter is sufficient to
give the electrons a meanvelocity exceedimgthat of the ions. To
minimize this velocity problem, a neutrali_,er should obviously operate
with a minimumpotential difference between the emitter and the beam.
Various neutralizer configurations have been proposed, but the
designs that have had somedegree of success to date fall into two gen-
eral categories. The simplest is the immersed-emitter type (refs. 2
and 3) in which an electron emitter is plac_edin the beam. A virtual
anode forms at about the distance from the electron emitter where the
emitted electron density equals the ion deI_sity. The acceleration dis-
tanee for the electrons with space-charge-Limited flow can thus be a
small fraction of a millimeter, permitting very small accelerating
potential differences to be used. The immersed-emitter type suffers the
disadvantage of sputtering erosion. Careful design, however, can keep
the erosion rate well under i percent of propellant flow rate.
The other general category of neutral_zer is the electron-trap type
(refs. _ and 5) in which the electron-emitter surrounds_ but is not in,
the beam. The positive ions in the beam_oduce a potential difference
sufficient to draw the required electrons _romthe emitter to the beam.
The portion of the beamenclosed in the net tralizer structure is assumed
to be positive relative to the remainder o_ the beam. The potential dif-
ference between the emitter and the portior of the beamin the neutralizer
can, therefore, be considerably larger th_ the net difference between
the emitter and the beamoutside of the net tralizer. The electron-trap
neutralizer can thus be said to employ acc_l-decel to reduce electron
velocity in the beam.
The beammechanismsinvolved in the o_,eration of these neutraliza-
tion devices have not been adequately explained. Hence, the effective-
ness of these neutralizers in space is in doubt. This report is an
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order-of-magnitude study of beam phenomena - comparing experiment and
theory. The object of this study is, of course, to throw some light on
the problem of neutralization in space. The state of the art of neu-
tralization being what it is_ the results of the study are largely spec-
ulative in nature.
Most experimental data in test facilities have been obtained in
operation without neutralizers; thus, such operation is a convenient
starting point for the study. The operation without neutralizers is
compared first with simple collision theory. Tmen the operation is
compared with plasma-wave theory. Next_ the operation in test facilities
with neutralizers is examined. Finally_ although experimental data are
lacking, operation with neutralizers in space is considered.
Various sources were used for experimental data_ as indicated by
the references. Unfortuna_ely_ it is beyond the scope of this report to
give credit to all those who have contributed to the areas discussed.
Further_ the author is most familiar with work done at the Lewis Research
Center_ which leads to a natural preponderance of such data.
OPERATION WITHOUT NEUTRALIZERS IN TEST FACILITIES
At first glance, an ion rocket might not be expected to operate in
a test facility if a neutralizer is not used. In practice_ however, ion
rockets do operate under such conditions_ although that operation often
leaves much to be desired. The explanation is that current neutralization
is not needed because the ion engine is usually elec_,.'ically connected to
the target_ while electrons from the target and the residual gas provide
charge neutralization. Indeed, the problem in many experiments is to keep
the electrons out of the beam, rather than in it.
Most ion-rocket experiments at the Lewis Research Center have been
conducted in the S-foot-diameter 3 16-foot-long vacuml ts_ks described in
reference 6. The typical ion-beam currents have ranged from i0 to sev-
eral hundred milliamperes_ while the ion energies h_le ranged from about
i000 to 20,000 electron volts (ev).
Observation of many of these experiments at Lewis indicates that
operating characteristics can be classified by neutral density. High-
neutral-density operation at or above an ion-gage reading of 10 -5 milli-
meters of mercury (mm Hg) has generally been stable as far as overall beam
measurements are concerned. Readings slightly above 10-5 mm Hg have been
required to make the beam visible, while readings substantially above 10 -5
are associated wi_h electrical breakdown and therefore are not used for
engine operation.
Low-neutral-density operation, at or _elow readings of 10-6 mmHg,
has been typically accompaniedby randomsparks wherever the beamcame
near a conducting surface. As described ir reference 7, these sparks
introduced undesirable transients to the engine by way of the beam, which
is a conducting plasma.
Betweenion-gage readings of 10-5 and 10-6 mmHg the operation
changes, of course, from one modeto the other. The exact pressure at
which this change occurs apparently dependson such parameters as spe-
cific impulse, beamcurrent, beamlength, and type of ion.
Another form of sparking, which can be confused with the beamspark-
ing observed at low neutral densities, was found. Charge exchangeand
ionization processes produce low-velocity ions. These ions move radially
outward from the beamand, with a few stray electrons, can fill the test
chamberwith a dilute plasma. At high neutral densities and ion-beam
currents, where the production rate of low-velocity ions is high, sparks
are often observed in regions far from the beam. Electrical breakdown
at the engine can be frequent unless the ergine is screened from this
plasma. Sparks of this nature will be ignored in this analysis.
It should be mentioned that the ion-gage readings were not corrected
for the type of molecule in the test facility and hence would be correct
only if the residual gas was predominantly air. The uncorrected readings
vary as the product of ionization cross section and neutral density
_ino, while the corrected values vary only as the neutral density no.
The effect of neutrals on ion-beam behavio_ is through collision proces-
ses and hence would vary as the product of somecollision cross section
and the neutral density _no. Since the wxious cross sections are
roughly proportional for different atoms, _he uncorrected reading is
probably more significant for ion-rocket operation than the corrected
value.
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Collision Processes
The phenomena included in collision p_ocesses are secondary emission
from ion bombardment of surfaces; elastic, exciting, and ionizing two-
body collisions; and soft or coulomb collisions between charged parti-
cles. A first attempt to explain observed ion-beam behavior was made
using these collision processes. Although the collision-process approach
does not by itself adequately explain observed phenomena, it is useful
as a foundation for more complete theories.
The conditions assumed for these processes were a mercury-ion-beam
density of lO 9 per cubic centimeter, moving at a velocity of A.gxlo 6
centimeters per second (corresponding to a specific impulse of 5000 sec)
over a beam length of 1 meter. The neutral gas was assumed to be mercury
at a density of i0 I0 for an ion-gage reading of 10-6 mm Hg, and i0 II for
5an ion-gage reading of 10-5 mmHg. About the only effect of the use of
an element other than mercury would be to shift the thresholds for exci-
tation and ionization a few ev. The conclusions drawn would be substan-
tially the same. The sources for the collision-process data and the
assumptions involved are presented in the appendix.
The normal condition for an ion beamin a test facility is substan-
tially charge-neutralized. Because the electrons are usually moving at
manytimes ion velocity_ they tend to escape to conductors in contact
with the beam_leaving the beamwith a net positive charge and a positive
potential relative to those conductors. The beampotential reached will
still be muchsmaller than that which would be obtained if all the elec-
trons were suddenly removed. The gross ratio of electrons to ions
throughout the beamis, therefore, approximately unity. Thus, the elec-
tron density in the ion beamwas also assumedto be about 109 per cubic
centimeter throughout the analysis.
The beamdimensions are many times the Debyeshielding distance, so
the net beamcharge resides almost entirely near the physical limits of
the beam. The resultant potential variation is shownin sketch (a):
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Almost all the potential variation is limited to the sheaths that form at
the ends and sides of the beam. These sheaths would be of the order of
1 to several millimeters thick for an electron temperature of lO ev and
the conditions assumed previously. The depth of the potential well for
electrons in sketch (a) is presumably determined by the collision proc-
esses that add electrons to, and remove electrons from, the beam. The
equilibrium depth is obtained whenthe rate of electron addition to the
beamis just balanced by the electron losses from the beam. This dis-
cussion of sheath phenomenais a muchsimplified picture that will be
modified as the analysis progresses.
The electron temperature enters into almost any plasma calculation,
so the determination of equilibrium temperature from collision processes
is of interest. The equilibrium electron temperature will be calculated
first for the condition of no electron gains or losses to provide an
introduction to the more complicated case that would actually be expected.
The characteristic times for electron-energy gain or loss are shownin
sketch (b) as a function of electron energy:
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Collision processes can be shown in terms cf various parameters such as
cross _octions, mean path lengths, secondary emission coefficients, or
characteristic times. It was felt that all processes should be presented
in terms of the same parameter to facilitate comparisons. The character-
istic time appeared to be the most useful _arameter of those that are
suitable for collision processes with both particles and surfaces. The
characteristic time for an energy gain or loss is defined as the energy
of an electron divided by the energy gain cr loss rate,
E
When the energy gain or loss rate involves several collision processes,
as is usually the case, the sum of the change rates is used:
E
=
The energy loss rate is a result of soft, hard, exciting, and ionizing
collisions of electrons with ions and of hard, exciting, and ionizing
collisions of electrons with neutrals. At energies below about iev, the
soft collisions of electrons with ions are the major mechanism of electron-
energy loss. Between i and 5 ev, the effects of hard collisions with ions
and neutrals becomes increasingly important. From 5 to i0 ev, the losses
are primarily by excitation. Above i0 ev, both excitation and ionization
are important. Except at the lowest energies, where electron-ion colli-
sions dominate_ the number of neutrals has a strong effect on the losses.
Different curves are therefore shown for ion-gage readings of 10-5 and
10 -6 mm Hg.
The energy gain in sketch (b) results from collisions between elec-
trons and ions. When the relative motion of the electrons and ions is
viewed from the coordinate system of the ions, the motion is seen to be
governed by plasma resistivity equations and results in ohmic heating of
the electrons. Both soft and hard collision processes enter into ohmic
heating, but the soft collisions are dominant up to about 30 ev. The
electron and ion densities are not dependent on facility pressure, so
only one curve is shown in sketch (b) for energy gain. There is, of
course, a longitudinal potential gradient associated with this ohmic
heating, but it is only of the order of E microvolts per centimeter at a
lO-ev temperature.
If electrons were not gained or lost, the equilibrium electron
energy would be that where the gain and loss times are equal. For both
10 -5 and 10-6 mm Hg_ the equilibrium electron energy or temperature would
be about 5 ev. (This temperature assumes monochromatic electron energies.
A different temperature would be obtained with a Maxwellian distributionj
but the difference is negligible for the order-of-magnitude purposes of
this analysis.)
To find the electron temperature for a more realistic situation, the
gains and losses of electrons have to be considered. The gains are from
ionization of neutrals and secondary emission from the target_ and are
shown in sketch (c).
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Again, characteristic time is plotted for a range of electron energy.
The time for an electron addition process i_ the number of electrons in
the beam divided by the rate of addition fo: that process.
The ionization of neutrals below an electron energy of i0 ev is by
collisions of ions with neutrals} hence_ it is not a function of electron
energy. Above an electron energy of about L0 ev (the ionization poten-
tial of mercury is i0.4 ev)_ the electrons )ecome more important than the
Ions in the ionization of neutrals 3 as shom_ by the rapid decrease in
characteristic time. The ionization of neutrals 3 of course, introduces
positive ions into the beam as well as eiec_rons. These positive ions;
though_ are repelled from the beam by the s_me potential well that tends
to contain the electrons. Ionization was assumed to take place in a
single collision; that is, the possibility )f successive collisions first
exciting, then ionizing 3 was ignored.
The secondary emission from the target depends only on the ions and
the surface 3 and hence is independent of bo_h electron energy and neutral
density. These secondary electrons leave t_e target with an initial
energy that is a few percent of incident io_ energy and thus may either
be trapped or escape back to the target surface.
Rather than calculate the electron tem?erature for one special set
of electron addition conditions 3 it is more in line with the objectives
of this analysis to calculate the two limiting cases that might be
encountered. The electron loss rate_ which is discussed in the follow-
ing section, is assumed equal to the addition rate for both cases. For
the minimum temperature_ consider the case _here the electrons are almost
entirely produced by collisions of ions with neutrals. That is, either
the secondary electrons escape back to the _arget after a negligible time
or else are suppressed entirely. The electrons from the neutrals will
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have some energy as a result of the ionization process, probably of the
order of ionization potential (10.4 ev for mercury). The equilibrium
temperature can be found with the aid of sketch (d):
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The energy loss and gain curves are the same as shown in sketch (b). That
is, they show the effect of collisions on the energy of an electron, but
they do not show the initial energy of an electron that is added or the
final energy of an electron that is lost.
Above about 5 ev, the energy loss time is far shorter than either
the electron addition or energy gain times, so that the initial electron
energy is unimportant compared with the effect of collision processes.
Thus, any electrons with more than 5 ev will be rapidly reduced to that
energy level. Below 2 to 5 ev, depending on neutral density, the energy
gain time is shortest - so that electrons will be heated. Thus, the equi-
librium electron temperature should be somewhere between 2 to 5 ev when
electrons are added only by collisions of ions with neutrals_ which is
roughly the same as was obtained without electron addition. In other
words, the electron residence times are long enough for the minimum tem-
perature case so that the same result is approached as with no electron
addition.
For the maximum electron temperature to be expected, assume an ini-
tial electron population consisting only of secondary electrons from the
target. Having come from the target, these electrons will initially pos-
sess a kinetic energy somewhat greater than the depth of the electrostatic
well formed by the beam, perhaps lO0 ev or more. Such electrons will
almost certainly ionize neutrals and thereby produce additional electrons
lO
at less kinetic energy. The well depth wi_.l be of the order of i00 volts
or more, so that the low-energy electrons from neutrals will not be able
to escape from the beam. Unless the low-clergy electrons gain additional
energy, they will accumulate and lower the meantemperature of the beam
electrons regardless of the addition rate ]or high-velocity electrons.
Whether or not these low-energy electrons will gain energy can be deter-
mined from sketch (e):
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The energy transfer from high-energy to low-energy electrons is through
the mechanism of soft collisions. The time for this process is shown by
the "energy randomization" line in sketch (e). Since the energy random-
ization time is long compared with the energy loss time at high tempera-
tures, it is evident that the low-energy electrons will approach 5 to 20
ev, depending on neutral density. Thus, th_ low-energy electrons should
accumulate and lower the mean electron temperature in the beam to lO or
_0 ev as a maximum temperature. The energy gain due to ions heating the
electrons is not shown in sketch (e), but the energy randomization proc-
ess has a much shorter characteristic time.
The electron loss rate was assumed equal to the addition rate in the
electron-temperature analysis. It is worth'_hile to examine what is
involved in this loss rate. The loss of electrons from the beam is by
recombination and escape of the high-velocity Maxwellian "tail". Radi-
ative recombination is the primary mode of recombination at ion-beam den-
sities. The time for such recombination is many orders of magnitude
greater than that for electron production processes, as is shown in fig-
ure 1 where times for the various collision processes are summarized.
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Thus, the major process to consider for electron loss is escape
through the sheath to the target. The electrostatic well depth necessary
to keep the loss rate equal to the addition rate can be calculated quite
simply if a Maxwellian distribution is assumed. For the 2-ev minimum
Semperaturethe well depth should be 25 to SOvolts, depending on neutr_l
_ensitj_. (_le calculation method is shownin the appendix.) For the
maxim_ temperature of 20 ev, the well depth should be about 2}10volts.
The well depth for the 2-ev temperature is probably reasonable because
the energy randomization time is shorter than _ly other time_ which
results in a close approach to the Haxwellian distribution. F.or the 2@-ev
temperature the Maxwelli_l "tail" would probably be attenuated_ because
the energy loss time is less than the energy randomization time above
20 ev (sketch (e)). Thus, the 210-volt depth is probably too large.
To comparetheory with experimental results_ the source of sparking
at low neutral densities should be found. The obvious cause of spar£ing
is that the local breakdowngradient is reached. A@nittedly_ the break-
downgradient is low under ion bombardment- only a few thousand volts per
millimeter from someaccelerator experiencej but the sheath gradients
(200 volts across several millimeters) do not begin to approach breakdo_l
values. Thus, the sparking cannot be explained in terms of collision
processes.
To summarizethe results of the collision-process analysis, %he
electron temperature in an ion beamshould be 2 to 20 ev whenno ne<_tral-
izer is used in a test facility. The electrostatic well depth necessary
to keep the electron loss rate equal to the addition rat;e should be
between 25 to 200 volts. The results from this simp}e model clearly do
not explain the sparking phenomena. It is true thst both the model and
experiment indicate stable performance at i0 -S. But the model also pre-
dicts stable performance (for the samereasons) at 10-6 mmHg, where
sparking problems are encountered. Also, measuredpotential gradients in
the beamare far too large to be explained by simple collision processes,
and considerable evidence for wavephenomenaexist_ - as is shownin the
next section. The collision-process analysis presented is the steady-
state approach to plasma behavior. Since the ex}erimental results cannot
be explained with such an approach_the next step is to consider transient
phenomena.
PlasmaWaves
Whenan ion engine is operated without a neutralizer in a test facil-
ity, the electrons are confined in an electrostatic well while the ions
pass through them. The relative motion between the ions and electrons is
capable of supplying energy for the production of plasma waves. A very
brief introduction to plasma waves (in the absence of magnetic fields) is
included to aid those who are unfamiliar with such phenomena. Reference
8, from which muchof this material was extracted, is suggested for fur-
ther reading.
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There are two main types of plasma w_es to consider in experiments
with negligible magnetic fields_ such as ion beams. Oneis the electron-
plasma wave_where the changesoccur so r_idly that the ions are effec-
tively stationary. The frequency of this oscillation is given by
f = n_--_q_2_ 8.98XlO3v/_-
- v _m_
where n_, q_, and m_ are the electron numberdensity (per co), charge,
and mass. For an electron density of 109 per cubic centimeter_ the
electron-plasma frequency would be about 284 megacycles per second.
Electron-plasma waves are strongly damped(Landau damping) whenthe phase
velocity (velocity of a single cycle) is less than meanthermal velocity.
There are theoretical reasons for expecting a range of electron-plasma
frequencies extending downfrom f_, but frequencies muchbelow f_ cor-
respond to low phase velocities and hence strong damping. In reported
plasma literaturej frequencies have been found in a narrow band near f_.
Such frequencies are assumedto be electron-plasma oscillations.
The other type is the ion-plasma waw3 where the changesare so slow
that the electrons continuously adjust to the Boltzmann distribution.
For very short wavelengths the ion-plasma frequency is
where m+ is the ion mass. For mercury ions at a density of 109 per
cubic centimeter 3 f+ would be about 468 kilocycles per second. For long
wavelengths the frequency is
f2 = f_
where k is the wavelength and ZD is th_ Debyeshielding distance,
which is defined
ZD= I_= 7.A3xI]2 _
_nq 2
The electron temperature q_V. is in ev (_emperature in OKdivided by
11,608). For long wavelengths the phase v_loclty approaches the limiting
value of 2_f+_D. This velocity varies as the square root of electron
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temperature but would be about 2.2Xi05 centimeters per second at I0 ev
and a density of 109 per cubic centimeter. In reported plasma litera-
ture_ broad ranges of frequencies extending downwardfrom f+ have been
observed. These frequencies are presumably caused by ion-plasma
oscillations.
According to the theoretical study in reference 9_ the drift veloc-
ity (ordered relative motion between electrons and ions) should be about
equal to the electron thermal motion #2q___/m_ before electron-plasma
waves are amplified. This velocity would be about 1.9XlO8 centimeters
per second for lO-ev electrons. Electron-plasma oscillations would be
prevented at lower drift velocities by Landau damping. The corresponding
threshold for ion-plasma-wave amplifications depends on ion randomenergy.
For equal electron and ion randomenergies (temperatures), this threshold
is about the sameas for electron-plasma waves. For ion randomenergies
muchless than electron randomenergies, which is the case most likely to
be encountered in an ion-rocket beam, the threshold for drift velocity is
approximately _/2q V /m+. This velocity is lower than electron thermal
velocity by the square root of electron-to-ion mass ratio. For mercury
ions and lO-ev electrons 3 this velocity would be about 3.1XlO S centi-
meters per second.
Some interesting calculated results are presented in reference i0
for the case where the electron drift velocity initially exceeds the
threshold for electron-plasma-wave amplification. Electron-plasma waves
were found to be amplified to the point where the electron drift velocity
is rapidly randomized. Thus, an ordered electron motion could be rapidly
translated into a rise in electron temperature. This randomization
usually occurred in about 30 plasma wavelengths, which would be somewhat
less than i centimeter for 10-ev electrons and densities of 109 per cubic
centimeter. It was predicted that drift velocities of even "runaway"
magnitude would be stopped in about i00 electron-plasma wavelengths.
To return to ion-rocket experiments 3 the first thorough study of
transient phenomena in an ion beam was presented in reference 2. A
repetitive wave phenomena was found with a frequency closely related to
transit time for the ions. A search for signals of electron-plasma fre-
quency yielded negative results.
A brief related investigation was made at Lewis following the publi-
cation of reference 2. Thin wires were strung across the path of an ion
beam in one of the 5-foot-diameter, 16-foot-long vacuum tanks as shown
in sketch (f).
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The wires were insulated from the tank amL served as electrical pickups
for the longitudinal potential gradient. Because of the high electron
random velocity_ the wire pickups tended o accumulate a negative charge_
so that the absolute potential had only a vague relation to plasma poten-
tial. The charge buildup on both wires slLould be about the same, however,
so that the potential difference between he two wires should at least
give a rough indication of the true poten_,ial difference in the plasma.
The mean distance of the wires from the ehgine was about i meter, although
the overall beam length was substantially greater.
An ion rocket with an electron-bombardment ion source was operated
with a 0.i2S-ampere ion beam at a specifi_ impulse of 5000 seconds. The
neutral density was varied to give ion-gage readings from about 3×10 -6
to 3xi0 -5 mm Hg. As far as the overall e_gine measurements of voltages
and currents were concernedj the operatior appeared stable. The longi-
tudinal potential gradients in the beam_ _s indicated by the pickup wires_
are shown in sketch (g):
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The direction of the gradient, with the upstream wire being more posi-
tive, was the same as would be expected for soft collisions between elec-
trons and ions. The magnitude of the measured gradient, however, was too
big by a factor of at least l0 S.
Alternating-current signals from the pickup wires were also inves-
tigated. Using several instruments, a range of frequencies from about
i0 cycles per second to AO0 megacycles per second was investigated.
Signals were found over a broad range of frequencies from less than iOO0
to over 20,000 cycles per second. The maximum amplitude of these signals
from the pickup wires was several tenths of a volt at roughly i0,000
cycles per second. When viewed on an oscilloscope, the a-c signals had
no apparent repetitive structure. No clear indications of other signals
were found. The background noise with the engine off, however, was quite
high in the megacycle range, and signals of as much as lO-microvolt
amplitude might have been masked by noises at some frequencies.
The signals in the kilocycle range were assumed to be from ion-
plasma waves. Comparison of threshold drift velocities with ion velocity
supports this conclusion. The threshold drift velocity for ion-plasma-
wave amplification is far less than ion-beam velocity, while that for
electron-plasma waves is far greater.
There are two ways in which ion-plasma waves could drag electrons
along with the ions and produce the large potential gradients shown in
sketch (g). The first is simply trapping electrons in the waves. Since
the propagation velocity of such waves is much less ths_ ion velocity,
the waves would be carried at essentially ion velocity.
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These ion-plasma waves would form traps (shaded portions in sketch (h))
to carry the less energetic electrons along with the ions.
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The second way in which electrons wol_id be dragged along with the
ions is through scattering effects of ion-lplasma waves. The resistivity
of a plasma results from the randomizatioiL of the drift velocity. For
low drift velocities this randomization is, of course, accomplished by
simple collision processes. Randomization, though, can also be caused
by potential gradients in the plasma, so 1_hatthe effects of ion-plasma
wavesmayfar overshadowthe simple collision processes considered
previously.
The effect of neutral density on ion-plasma waves should be prima-
rily through electron production rate. At the highest neutral density
in sketch (g), the electron production ra_e should be almost sufficient
to current-neutralize the beamat the pickup wires. Only a small per-
centage of the electrons carried to the target by ion-plasma waves would
have to return upstream to maintain equilibrium. The meanrelative
velocity between the electrons and ions would, therefore, be low. As
the neutral density is decreased, the electron production rate in the
beamdecreases, and the meanrelative velccity between electrons and ions
approaches ion velocity. The sparks at icw neutral densities could be
attributed, therefore, to the large elect_on-ion coupling at large rela-
tive velocities. Since the electrons would be expected to be carried
downstream, the relative velocity between electrons and ions should be
greatest near the engine. Thus, the potential gradients in sketch (g)
maybe muchless than those nearer the engine. It is not clear, however,
whether the sparks are caused entirely by static potentials in the beam
or whether large-scale transients are alsc important.
To reexamine the phenomenain referen=e 2 in the light of plasma-
wave theory_ it appears that an ion-plasma wave, or waves, carries elec-
trons toward the target. Whenenoughelectrons have been carried down-
stream and the longitudinal electric field reaches a sufficiently high
value, the electrons that have not escaped to the target rush back to
make the beampotential more uniform. After a short period whenthe beam
potential decreases because of electrons b_ing added to the beamfaster
than they are escaping to the target, the _ave - or waves - again starts
carrying electrons downstream. The lack of sparks as comparedwith oper-
ation at Lewis was probably due to the lower accelerator voltages and
shorter beamlengths, so that the breakdow_potential difference simply
was not reached. The constant frequency o_ repetition as comparedwith
the almost-random phenomenaobserved at Le¢is wasprobably due to a well-
defined 0eamlength. That is, the target _as placed transverse to the
beamso that the beamendedat a definite ._istance from the ion acceler-
ator. In the Lewis experiments, the beam _ndedon cold baffles that
extended over muchof the tank length - m_:ing an exact beam-length meas-
urement impossible.
In 3ummarlzing, it appears that all the major features of Ion-beam
behavior without neutralizers can be explained qualitatively with plasma-
wave theory. The relative motion of electrons and ions generates plasma
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waves, although the frequencies observed indicate that only ion-plasma
waves have been present. The trapping and the scattering effects of such
waves could explain the large observed coupling between electrons and
ions. The absenceof electron-plasma frequency signals is presumably due
to the low ratio of drift to thermal motion for electrons.
The apparent effect of ion-plasma waveson electron-ion coupling
suggests an interesting experiment. Oneor more engine electrodes could
be modulated at various frequencies. This modulation might augment the
natural amplification to produce even larger waves and greater electron-
ion coupling effects.
OPERATIONWITHNEUTRALIZERSIN TESTFACILITIES
A variety of electron-ion interaction phenomenahave been indicated
by the analysis of operation without neutralizers. The next step is to
examineoperation with neutralizers to see if the samephenomenaare
present. The first neutralizer considered is the immersed-emitter type.
Immersed-Emitter Neutralizer
The longitudinal potential variation for an ion rocket employing an
immersed-emitter neutralizer is shownin sketch (i):
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The acceleration is accomplished between the ion source and the acceler-
ator. The ion source can be either a hot surface (in a contact-ionization
engine) or a plasma sheath (in an electron-bombardment engine). Some
accel-decel is desirable to keep the beam electrons out of the ion accel-
erator, so a deceleration region is shown between the accelerator and the
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ion beam. This deceleration can be accomplished by using a decelerator
electrode or, as shownin sketch (i), by letting the upstream end of the
beamact as a virtual decelerator electrode. The potential of the beam
is presumably set by the neutralizer, so th_ neutralizer might be con-
sidered the decelerator in the configuratio_ of sketch (i). A small
potential difference is shownbetween the neutralizer and the beamto
overcomelocal space-charge effects near the neutralizer. This potential
difference should be small to keep the electron velocity small; but_ at
the sametime, the emitter area should be small to keep the sputtering
rate small• These two objectives are not in accord. Practical designs
that compromisethese two objectives will probably have minimumelectron
energies of a few ev.
The regulation of electron current should be accomplished by vari-
ations in the potential difference between the neutralizer and the beam.
For example, if too manyelectrons leave the neutralizer_ the potential
difference between it and the beamdecreases. If space-charge-limited
electron current is assumed,the decrease in potential difference should
decrease the electron current and restore the balance between electron
and ion currents. As is shownby the experimental data presented next,
the immersed-emitter neutralizer mayor maynot behave in this manner,
depending on the potential difference between the target and the
neutralizer.
The immersed-emitter neutralizer used Ln the Lewis experiments was
simply a thin tantalum wire stretched across the path of the ion beam_
as shown in sketch (f). The pickup wires described in the preceding sec-
tion were also used in conjunction with the neutralizer. As mentioned
in reference 7_ the initial use of this neutralizer was to reduce spark-
ing at low pressure. The longitudinal potential gradients indicated by
the pickup wires were recorded with the neutralizer operating, as shown
in sketch (j):
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These data were obtained at an ion-gage reading of about SXlO -6 mm Hg.
With the exception of the two points with the neutralizer turned off, all
the data were obtained at constant heater current with the emission cur-
rent changed by varying the neutralizer potential relative to the test
facility. Two modes of operation were found. The "neutralized" mode
gave the lower potential gradients and was obtained with neutralizer
potentials from about +i0 to -20 volts. The "not neutralized" mode with
higher potential gradients was obtained wit_ neutralizer potentials from
about -i0 to -i00 volts. The first mode is the operation that might be
expected from the results of the previous section. Addition of electrons
reduces the electron-ion relative velocity, and hence the coupling between
the two. Reduced electron-ion coupling was also indicated by a reduction
in amplitude of the kilocycle-range a-c signals when the neutralizer was
turned on - by more than a factor of i0. The rapid decrease in potential
gradient with small neutralizer currents indicates a highly nonlinear
relation between coupling and relative velocity. The "not neutralized"
mode apparently is the same as that reported previously in reference g,
with the electrons from the neutralizer passing directly to the target.
The interaction between ions and the trapped electrons_ as indicated by
the potential gradients, is apparently unaffected by the neutralizer
electrons under such conditions. The kilocycle-range signals for this
mode were substantially the same as that with the neutralizer off_ which
also indicated negligible effect of the electrons from the neutralizer.
The megacycle-per-second range was also investigated with the neu-
tralizer on. Signals of the order of 50 microvolts maximum amplitude
were found of several frequencies from about 200 to SO0 megacycles per
second. These signals were assumed to be electron-plasma oscillations
and corresponded roughly to the electron densities near the neutralizer.
The amplitudes of these signals were approximately zero when the neutral-
izer was positive to_ or nearly the same potential as, the rest of the
facility. The amplitude increased as the neutralizer was made more neg-
ative until, after reaching a maximum amplitude at -I0 to -60 volts, it
decreased slowly with further potential decreases. Some other signals
were found in the 55- to 40-megacycles-per-second range. These signals
showed a similar amplitude variation with neutralizer bias except that
the maximum amplitude was about i millivolt. This lower frequency range
corresponded roughly to the expected density range for the high-velocity
electrons that would go directly from the neutralizer to the target.
One other experiment at Lewis should be mentioned. In the early
work, before the need for low electron velocities was fully appreciated,
neutralization was attempted with 200-ev directed beams from electron
guns. Such directed streams of electrons entering the ion beam would be
expected to have a large directed velocity compared with the electrons
trapped in the beam.
2O
A folded dipole was placed inside the vacuumtank, parallel to the
beam. Signals of about 25-megacycies-per-_econd frequency and harmonics
thereof were detected. The fundamental ha_ the largest amplitude, which
was about 30 microvolts. Calculation indi_ated that this frequency cor-
responded to electron-plasma frequency for an electron density about that
of the electron beams. This is the only other ion-rocket experiment
knownto the author in which waves of this frequency were clearly
detected. The engine operated with no ill effects, and the experiment is
mentioned merely to indicate what might be expected at very large electron
directed-to-random velocity ratios.
To return to reference 2, the immersed-emitter neutralizer used was
an oxide-coated button in contact with the side of the ion beam. As men-
tioned in connection with the Lewis experiments, most of the neutralizer
electron current apparently passed directly to the target while contrib-
uting little to the charge neutralization. Even so, the oscillatory
behavior observed without a neutralizer was usually absent with a neu-
tralizer 3 which indicated somedegree of stabilization.
Someinteresting ion-energy spectrums were also shownin reference 2.
Whenthe beamwas in an oscillatory conditfon, the ion-energy spread was
roughly i00 ev for a meanvalue of 700 ev. This spread of ion energies
was reduced to a negligible value in the _sence of oscillations.
The major advantage of the immersed-emitter neutralizer is, of
course, simplicity: no complex electrodes or delicate potential adjust-
ments - Just a simple electron emitter. The price that must be paid for
this simplicity is sputtering erosion. Th_s erosion can be reduced by
moving the emitter to the edge of the beamwhere the ion-current density
is less. The exact point where the electrtn density is too low to serve
as an effective conductor to the rest of tle beamwill probably have to
be determined by experiment.
!
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Electron-Trap Neutralizer
The essential part of an electron-tra_ neutralizer is a potential
well. This potential well is shaped by electrodes. Grid electrodes
could presumably be used to establish the desired potential variation in
a broad beam (a beam whose width or diameter is large compared with
Child's law accelerating distance). Such @rids, however, would be sub-
Ject to sputtering erosion, which would this cancel perhaps the most
important advantage of the electron-trap neutralizer. Thus, electrodes
outside of the beam should be used to shape the potential variation
within the beam. For the effect of the electrodes to be felt within the
beam, the electron-trap neutralizers must _e limited to thin beams. This
does not mean that such a neutralizer will not work with large ion-beam
currents. It means instead that a neutralizer for large Ion-beam cur-
rents should be constructed of many small elements, with each of these
elements neutralizing a small fraction of the total beam.
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The longitudinal potential variation for an ion rocket employing an
electron-trap neutralizer is shownin sketch (k):
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As in the case of the immersed-emitter neutralizer, the use of accel-
decel provides a potential barrier to prevent electrons flowing back
through the ion accelerator. The electrostatic well to trap electrons
is immediately downstream of this barrier. The electrons are emitted
into this well, the emitter potential being close to beam potential.
The well depth, which is the potential difference available to overcome
space-charge effects between the emitter and the ion beam, is usually
several volts. The gate for controlling electron departure rate is at
the downstream end of the well.
The electrons are emitted into the well at a uniform energy of a
few ev with a small thermal energy distribution superimposed. This
thermal distribution comes from the electron emitter and has a magnitude
of 0.i to 0.2 ev.
References 4 and 5 both indicate that the trapped electrons may lose
sufficient energy to reduce their random velocity to the order of the ion
directed velocity. The possibility of such energy losses, however, can
be disproved in a quite general manner. In the range of interest of
several ev, or less, electron random energy can be reduced only by
increasing ion random energy a like amount. From the equipartition law,
with the equality of electrons and ions that would be expected with cur-
rent neutralization, the most that the electrons can lose is half of
their initial random energy. Beyond that point the ions would tend to
increase electron random energy. The minimum initial random energy would
be about O.1 ev, but the required electron random energy for a velocity
of 4.9x106 centimeters per second, for example, is less than O.001 ev.
To be sure, the possibility of a dumbbell or other odd-shaped ion mole-
cule might theoretically permit slightly more than half the electron
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randomenergy to be lost, but the resultant energy would still be far
from that required. All this does not meanthat electron velocities as
low as that of the ions cannot be achieved. It simply meansthat it
should not be expected as the result of any energy loss process in a trap.
Nowthat the theoretical limit of trap processes has been discussed,
it is of interest to consider what may reasonably be expected to occur in
the trap. The ion residence time in a l-ceatimeter trap will be less than
a microsecond for any ion velocity of interest for a space mission. If
current neutralization and equal electron ald ion densities in the trap
are assumed_the residence time of an electron will be the sameas that
of an ion. In comparing this residence time of less than i microsecond
with the collision-process times in figure L_ it should be evident that
collision processes can be ignored - even if the densities and trap
dimensions were increased by an order of magnitude. The ratio of drift
to randomvelocity should be small enough in the trap to preclude the pos-
sibility of electron-plasma oscillations. Also_ the tendency of external
electrodes to fix potentials in the trap may suppress ion-plasma waves.
Thus_ with the possible exception of ion-pl_sma waves, there should be no
significant randomizing effect in the electron trap.
With negligible randomizing effects anl a simple barrier effect at
the gate, the electron randomenergy in the beamshould be about the same
as that from the emitter, 0.i to 0.2 ev. l_n-plasma waves could increase
this randomenergy to as muchas several ev for waves whoseamplitude was
about equal to well depth.
There is another way to reduce electron temperature in the beam: by
shaping the gate at the exit of the well. _e upstream side of the gate
can be a gradual slope as shownin sketch (_):
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With the emitter set at the potential shown, the electrons approaching the
gate would be reflected in the region where the potential changewith dis-
tance is gradual. The reflected electrons will have a variety of trans-
verse velocities. Those with transverse velocities near zero _ii almost
completely stop before being reflected. But the soft-collision cross
section becomesvery large at very low velocities 3 and such electrons
would tend to be carried along with the ions. If the slopes were suffi-
ciently gentle at the gatej only very low velocity electrons (plus a neg-
ligible numberwith very high velocities) would find their way into the
beam. To illustrate the temperature selective nature of such a gate
design_ O.Ol-ev electrons could be carried against an adverse potential
gradient of more than 0.02 volt per centimeter by soft collisions with
ions whosedensity is 109 per cubic centimeter_ while O.l-ev electrons
could only be carried against slightly more than 0.001 volt per centi-
meter. This effect would be almost proportionately greater for higher
ion densities.
The regulation of electron current in an electron-trap neutralizer
is a two-step process. The electron density in the well partially deter-
mines the potential of the well and hence the value of the space-charge-
limited electron current from the emitter to the well. In a similar
fashion the electron density in the beampartially controls the gate
potential (both the height and slope)_ and hence the electron current to
the beam. The potentials of the well and gate_ however_ are also deter-
mined in a large part by external electrodes. The potential variations
that can be caused by electron-density changesare quite limited. The
initial settings of electrode potentials must therefore be quite close to
the required values before the neutralizer can becomeself-regulating.
The preceding discussion of the electron-traps neutralizer is mostly
speculative and theoretical. The available data for this type of neutral-
izer are not sufficient to determine which of a variety of theories is
(or are) supported by experimental results. It is hoped that future
experimental work will clarify the situation.
OPERATIONI SPACE
Most ion rockets for space applications will have much larger ion-
beamcurrents than present experimental models. The corresponding aspect
ratios (beamdiameter divided by Child's law accelerating distance) will
be very large. Such ion beamswill undoubtedly be madeup of manysmall
beams. Neutralization can be approachedby separately neutralizing each
of the small beamsor, using one large device3 neutralizing the aggregate
beam. If an electron-trap neutralizer is to be used3 then the former
approach should be used. The advantages of such a neutralizer would be,
of course_ low sputtering erosion and perhaps low electron temperature.
For an immersed-emitter type of neutralizer there is no advantage to be
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gained by neutralizing each of the elementsl beams. The inherent sim-
plicity of a single large neutralizer (or at most just a few neutralizers)
should make that course more desirable. The advantages of an immersed-
emitter neutralizer would then be simplicity and probably a reduced power
loss. The latter stems from the smaller total electron-emitter area that
can probably be used in one large neutralizer.
lon rockets have been operated many hours in test facilities. The
expectations in space must be based in part upon such operation. To date,
there has been no indication of an instability that would prevent opera-
tion of an ion rocket in space. In fact, there is evidence to the con-
trary. The wave phenomena that tend to re6uce relative motion between
electrons and ions should help damp out departures from neutrality.
A point of particular concern is the initial neutralization that is
required when an ion rocket is first started in space. Starting from a
non-neutralized condition, the beam will have a large positive potential
relative to the neutralizer, as shown in s_etch (m):
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An immersed-emltter neutralizer is indicated in the sketch, but the rea-
soning applies equally well to operation wCth an electron-trap neutral-
izer. The beam potential should draw an electron current far greater
than that required for current neutralizat;on. Ignoring plasma_wave
interactions that would help neutralizatlo_., the beam potential should
accelerate these electrons to a high veloc:Ity so that the charge density
of the beam Is unaffected. After a few microseconds of thls high elec-
tron current# the space vehicle should reach a positive potential suffi-
cient to limit electron current, as indicated in sketch (n).
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An electron trap is thus formed. Collision processes with ions and the
few neutrals that escape from the engine should reduce the trapped elec-
tron velocities to several ev in a few milliseconds. With the accumula-
tion of trapped electrons the beam should approach a final value within
a few volts of the potential of space (the potential far from any charged
body) and neutralization. The initial non-neutralized condition may
exhibit turnaround for a few milliseconds if the beam is started at a high
ion current. The experiments described in reference 2 indicate that such
a transient initial condition should not be harmful.
The development of large ion-rocket-propelled space vehicles, how-
ever, requires more than the vague expectation of success. If possible_
more certain indications should be obtained from Earth-bound facilities.
There appear to be two requirements for accurate simulation. The first
is that the neutral density be sufficiently low. The tendency of ion-
plasma waves to carry low-velocity electrons along with the ions eases
the neutral density requirement. As long as the electron production rate
from residual neutrals is small compared with the ion-bea_ current 3 the
neutral density simulation should be adequate.
The other requirement is that the boundaries of the test facility be
sufficiently removed that their effects are small. A distance of a few
beam diameters will suffice in most directions. The target3 though, pre-
sents a greater problem. The beam_ being a conducting plasmas serves to
couple the target and engine. The target could presumably be connected
to circuitry that would approximate the impedance of an infinite beam 3
but such an approach appears to be beyond the present state of knowledge.
The only approach that offers much hope for the near future is separating
the engine and target by a large distance. If the beam has sufficient
impedance_ then the presence of the target should have little effect on
k_6
operation. The adequacyof beamimped'ancefor space simulation could be
determined by varying the target potential. For exar_ple, if the target
were varied by i percent of the electron thermal potential then the
becm_impedancewould prob&bly be adequate if operation of the engine was
not impaired and the electron-be_n current varied by only 0.i percent or
perhaps 0.01 percent. The besm impedance would_ of course_ have to be
investigated for transients and a-c variations as well as slow d-c changes.
CONCLUDING REM_ {KS
Soft collisions and hard two-body collisions are the coupling mecha-
nisms between electrons and ions at very low drift velocities, fort-
plasma waves apparently form_ however_ at the drift velocities encountered
in _es_ facilities. The trapping of low-velocity electrons in such waves
_id c_'rying them along at essentially ion velocity_ together with the
scattering effects of such waves_ would explain the large apparent
electron-ion coupling observed. There is _ome experimental and theoreti-
cal evidence for believing that very large electron-ion velocities (as
large as_ or larger than_ electron random relocity) would cause electron-
plasma waves that would rapidly randomize _he drift velocity.
The present state of knowledge concerning such plasma waves in ion-
rocaet beams does not go much beyond identLfying the general type of phe-
nomena. The importance of plasma waves in beam behavior should serve as
ample incentive to obtain more precise knowledge in this area.
The general effect of such waves shou+d be to aid rather than hinder
neutralization. That is_ the electron-ion coupling should serve to d_Z_
out departures from neutrality, lon-plasm_ waves also have such low prop-
agation velocities that they should be swept away from the ion rocket in
space and thus not impair operation. Such is not the case with electron-
plasma waves; but_ in the experiments wher_ such waves were found to be
present, the performance of the ion rocket was not adversely affected.
It does not appear easy to prove that neutralization will work in
space without actually putting an ion rocket in space. The most critical
test for simulation of space operation in _ Earth-bound facility appears
to be that for beam impedance. If variati)ns in target potential cause
only second-_ or third-order changes in engine operation_ then the beam
impedance should be sufficient to isolate _he engine from the target.
Such impedances may unfortunately require :.mpractlcal beam lengths.
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As for the type of neutralizer that should be used on a space mission_
both the electron-trap and immersed-emitter types have advantages. With
the uncertainties that exist about operation in space, it would certainly
be too early to decide which advantage or advantages will prove to be more
important. Also_ there is more than one type of ion rocket_ so that both
neutralizer types mayprove advantageous in different applications.
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
Cleveland_ 0hio_ May 29_ 1961
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APPENDIX - COLLISION PROCESSES
The characteristic times for collision processes in an ion beam are
presented in figure 1. The data sources mld assumptions necessary for
the calculation of these times are presented in this section. Because of
the order-of-magnitude nature of this analysis_ the values in figure 1
should be used as only a rough approximation.
Electron Escape to the Target
The electrons escape from the beam to the target through the adverse
potential gradient of the sheath surroundiI_g the target. The equation
for the electron arrival per square centimeter of target n_ is
n_ = __n-V e_Z_v/V_
with n the electron density per cubic c_ntimeter in the beam, V the
electron most-probable velocity 3 &V the _otential difference across
the sheath_ and V_ the thermal potential. The most-probable velocity
is obtained from
i
O
Ix
Q
=
Secondary Emission
The secondary-emission coefficient was obtained from reference ll.
The values for all available ions except hydrogen and helium 3 moving at
a velocity of _.9XlO 6 centimeters per second 3 ranged from about O.01 to
0.1. With the comparatively dirty surfaces to be found in a test facil-
ity as opposed to a carefully prepared test specimen 3 the higher value
was felt to be appropriate. For cesium ions impinging on a cesium-
coated surface, another factor of l0 in secondary emission might be
expected. With _ as the secondary emission coefficient and v+ the
ion velocity, the secondary emission per square centimeter of target _
is simply
n_ = yn+v+
The characteristic time for secondary emission is
n_
with Z the length of the beam in centimeters.
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Radiative Recombination
Radiative recombination is the major method of recombination at the
pressures encountered in ion-rocket test facilities. The recombination
coefficients for radiative recombination were obtained from reference 12.
The recombination coefficient can be used to calculate a recombination
cross section ar, so that recombination calculations can be madeon the
samebasis as those for most of the other collision processes:
CL
C r =-------
V_
The radiative-recombination cross sections thus calculated from refer-
ence 12 are:
Temperature, ev 0.i 1.0 i0 i00
Cross section, cm 2 1.1><10 -19 7.0XlO -21 3.5Xi0 -22 l.lXlO -25
The radiative-recombination rate per cubic centimeter 3 assuming equal
electron and ion densities, is
dn_ _ grn2?vdt - -
The characteristic time is, of course,
n
= ( n_Idt)
Soft Collisions
Reference 12 was the original source for the soft, or coulomb, col-
lision cross sections and the plasma resistivity equation. This infor-
mation, howeverj was also presented in the appendix of reference 7 in a
form more convenient for these calculations. The plasma resistivity
equation was used, together with the soft-colllslon cross section to
calculate the heating rate for electrons trapped in a test facility with
an ion beam passing through them. Above about lO ev 3 the ion hard-
collision cross section had to be added to the soft-colllsion cross
section for the resistivity calculation.
The soft-collision cross section was also used for an approximate
calculation of energy-randomlzation time_
1
Gsn.v.
3O
If the energy randomization time is short compared with other timesj then
a Maxwellian distribution is approached.
The final soft-collision cross section used was that for energy
exchange from electrons to ions. This soft-collision cross section is
lower than the preceding values by the ratio of electron mass to ion
mass. The rate of energy loss for these collisions is, in ev per
electron;
m n,V (q_V_)d--{:
_his loss, together with other collision losses, is used to calculate
the characteristic time for energy loss,
9_V_
T -
z(dE/dt)
Hard Collisions
References 13 and iA were the origin{l sources for the hard, or large-
deflection, collision cross section of electrons with mercury atoms. Below
about i0 ev, the mean deflection angle is about 90 ° and the hard-collision
cross section corresponds to the total cross section. At higher electron
energies, however; the average momentum exchange corresponds to smaller de-
flection angles. The total-collision cross section must be reduced by an
appropriate amount to obtain the hard-col,ision cross section.
The hard-collision cross section thu_ obtained for mercury was also
presented in reference 7 and_ as discussed in the preceding section of
the appendix, was used in the heating-rat_ calculation. The hard-
collision cross section, reduced by the r_io of electron-to-ion mass 3
was also used to calculate the energy tr_isfer from electrons to ions
and neutrals. Experimental data for ions are not available 3 so the ion
hard-collision cross section was assumed _o be the same as that for an
atom with the same electron energy. The ,_nergy loss rate due to hard
collisions is 3 then_
dE _h md-_ = m_+ (n+ + no V(qV )
Excitation and lon:_zation
The excitation and ionization cross _ections were originally obtained
from references 13 to 15 3 although the f_.rings used were also presented
in reference 7. The ionization cross section was used for electron addi-
tion to the beam above the ionization energy. The rate of electron addi-
tion per cubic centimeter for this process is
dn___=_
= _in no_dt - -
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The characteristic time is
n
/dt)
For energy loss calculations, the ionization energy of 10.4 ev was
used. The excitation energy is somewhat in doubt, but was faired from
4.9 ev at an electron energy of 5 ev to about 7 ev at an electron energy
of i00 ev. The energy losses due to collisions with ions were assumed
to be the same as those with atoms, although the ion-to-neutral-density
ratio was so small that the possible error was unimportant. The energy
loss due to exciting and ionizing collisions is, then,
dE = [de(qV)e + oi(qV)i](n + + no)V -
dt
with (qV) e and (qV)i the excitation and ionization energies in ev.
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Figure 1. - Characteristic times for collision processes
in an ion-rocket beam. Mercury ions were assumed at a
density of 109 per cm3_ moving at a velocity of 4.9×106
cm per second (corresponding to a specific impulse of
S000 sec)_ over a beam length of ] meter. Neutrals
were assumed to be mercury atoms at a density of i0 I0
per cm 3 for an ion-gage reading of I0 -6 mm Hg_ and i0 II
per cm S for l0 -S mm Hg.
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